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We introduce the concept of generalized fuzzy strongly semiclosed, generalized fuzzy
almost-strongly semiclosed, generalized fuzzy strongly closed, and generalized fuzzy
almost-strongly closed sets. In the light of these definitions, we also define some gen-
eralizations of fuzzy continuous functions and discuss the relations between these new
classes of functions and other fuzzy continuous functions.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries. Generalized semiclosed (semiopen) and gener-

alized closed (open) sets play an important role in general topology [2, 9]. Balasubra-

manian and Sundaram [6] defined generalized fuzzy closed set in fuzzy topological

spaces. Later, Abd El-Hakeim [1] introduced the generalized fuzzy semiclosed, gener-

alized fuzzy weakly semiclosed, and generalized fuzzy regular closed sets and studied

some of their properties.

In Section 2, we introduce generalized fuzzy strongly semiclosed, generalized

fuzzy almost-strongly semiclosed, generalized fuzzy strongly closed, and general-

ized fuzzy almost-strongly closed sets and establish some of their properties. (We

have not seen such discussions on the properties of these sets in general topological

spaces.) We also discuss the relations between fuzzy closed sets [3], fuzzy semiclosed

sets [3], and fuzzy strongly semiclosed sets [4].

In Section 3, we introduce four new classes of functions among fuzzy topologi-

cal spaces which are weaker than the classes of fuzzy continuous functions, fuzzy

strongly semicontinuous, and fuzzy semicontinuous functions, respectively. (We have

not seen corresponding concepts in general topological spaces.) Also, some examples

are given, and relationships between these new classes and other classes of fuzzy

continuous functions are obtained.

For X, IX denotes the collection of all mappings from X into I = [0,1]. A member λ
of IX is called a fuzzy set of X. By (X,τ) or simply by X, we denote a fuzzy topological

space (FTS) due to Chang [7]. The interior, the closure, and the complement of a fuzzy

set µ ∈ IX will be denoted by intµ, clµ, and µ′, respectively.

Now we introduce some basic notions and results that are used in the sequel.

Definition 1.1. A fuzzy set µ of an FTS (X,τ) is said to be

(a) fuzzy semiopen if and only if µ ≤ cl(intµ) [3];

(b) fuzzy strongly semiopen if and only if there is a β ∈ τ such that β ≤ µ ≤
int(clβ) [4];
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(c) fuzzy strongly semiclosed if and only if there is a fuzzy closed set β∈ IX such

that cl(intβ)≤ µ ≤ β [4].

Definition 1.2. A fuzzy set λ of an FTS (X,τ) is said to be

(a) generalized fuzzy closed (gf-closed) if and only if clλ≤ β whenever λ≤ µ and

µ is fuzzy open [6];

(b) generalized fuzzy semiclosed (gf-semiclosed) if and only if clλ ≤ µ whenever

λ≤ µ and µ is a fuzzy semiopen set [1].

The family of all fuzzy semiopen, fuzzy semiclosed, fuzzy strongly semiopen, and

fuzzy strongly semiclosed sets of an FTS (X,τ) will be denoted by FSO(X), FSC(X),
FSTSO(X), and FSTSC(X), respectively.

Definition 1.3 (see [10]). Let µ be a fuzzy set in an FTS (X,τ). Then

sintµ =∨{β : β≤ µ, β is fuzzy semiopen} (1.1)

is called a fuzzy semi-interior of µ,

sclµ =∧{β : µ ≤ β, β is fuzzy semiclosed} (1.2)

is called a fuzzy semiclosure of µ.

Lemma 1.4 (see [5]). For a fuzzy set µ of an FTS (X,τ),
(a) (sintµ)′ = scl(µ′),
(b) (sclµ)′ = sint(µ′).

Definition 1.5 (see [8]). Let µ be a fuzzy set in an FTS (X,δ) and define the fol-

lowing fuzzy subsets:

stsintµ =∨{β : β≤ µ, β is fuzzy strongly semiopen} (1.3)

is called the fuzzy strong semi-interior of µ,

stsclµ =∧{β : µ ≤ β, β′ is fuzzy strongly semiopen
}

(1.4)

is called the fuzzy strong semiclosure of µ.

Proposition 1.6 (see [8]). Let µ and β be fuzzy sets in an FTS (X,τ). Then the

following statements are valid:

(a) intµ ≤ stsintµ ≤ sintµ ≤ µ ≤ sclµ ≤ stsclµ ≤ clµ;

(b) µ ≤ β⇒ stsintµ ≤ stsintβ; stsclµ ≤ stsclβ;

(c) stsint0= 0; stscl0= 0; stsint1= 1; stscl1= 1;

(d) stsint(stsintµ)= stsintµ; stscl(stsclµ)= stsclµ;

(e) µ is fuzzy strongly semiopen if and only if stsintµ = µ;

(f) µ is fuzzy strongly semiclosed if and only if stsclµ = µ;

(g) stsint(µ∧β)≤ stsintµ∧stsintβ; stscl(µ∨β)≥ stsclµ∨stsclβ.

Definition 1.7. Let f : (X,τ)→ (Y ,δ) be a mapping from an FTS (X,τ) to another

FTS (Y ,δ). Then f is called

(a) a fuzzy continuous mapping if f−1(µ)∈ τ for each µ ∈ δ [7];
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(b) a fuzzy semicontinuous mapping if f−1(µ)∈ FSO(X) for each µ ∈ δ [7];

(c) a fuzzy strongly semicontinuous mapping if f−1(µ) ∈ FSTSO(X) for each µ ∈
δ [3].

Remark 1.8. Every fuzzy open (closed) set is a fuzzy strongly semiopen (semi-

closed) set. Every fuzzy strongly semiopen (semiclosed) set is a fuzzy semiopen (semi-

closed) set [8].

2. Generalized fuzzy strongly semiclosed sets in fuzzy topological spaces

Definition 2.1. A fuzzy subset µ of an FTS topological space (X,τ) is called

(a) generalized fuzzy strongly semiclosed (gfst-semiclosed) if and only if cl(µ)≤ λ
whenever µ ≤ λ and λ∈ FSTSO(X);

(b) generalized fuzzy almost-strongly semiclosed (gfast-semiclosed) if and only if

stscl(µ)≤ λ whenever µ ≤ λ and λ∈ FSTSO(X);
(c) a generalized fuzzy strongly closed (gfst-closed) if and only if stscl(µ) ≤ λ

whenever µ ≤ λ and λ∈ τ ;

(d) a generalized fuzzy almost-strongly closed (gfast-closed) if and only if sclµ ≤ λ
whenever µ ≤ λ, and λ∈ FSTSO(X).

It is clear from Remark 1.8 and Definition 2.1 that the following diagram implica-

tions are true:

gf-closed

fuzzy closed gfst-semiclosed

fuzzy strongly semiclosed gfast-semiclosed gfast-closed

fuzzy semiclosed gfst-closed

(2.1)

The following examples show that the reverse may not be true in general.

Example 2.2. Consider the setX = {x1,x2,x3}. Define λ,µ ∈ IX as follows: µ(x2)=
µ(x3) = 0, µ(x1) = 1; λ(x1) = λ(x2) = 1, λ(x3) = 0, and τ = {0,1,µ}. It is easy to see

that λ is a gf-closed set but it is neither gfsts-closed nor fuzzy closed.

Example 2.3. Let X = {a,b,c}, and let λ,µ ∈ IX be defined as follows:

µ(a)= 0.4, µ(b)= 0.2, µ(c)= 0.2;

λ(a)= 0.5, λ(b)= 0.4, λ(c)= 0.6.
(2.2)

We define τ = {0,1,λ}. Since λ is only a fuzzy open set, we have FSTSO(X) = {α :

α(a)∈ [0.5,1], α(b)∈ [0.4,1], α(c)∈ [0.6,1]}. Hence for every α∈ FSTO(X), µ ≤α
implies that µ is gfast-semiclosed, but it is not gfst-semiclosed. Because cl(µ)= λ′ for

some α1 ∈ FSTSO(X), we have λ′ �α1 where α1(a)= 0.5, α1(b)= 0.4, α1(c)= 0.8.
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Example 2.4. Let X = {a,b}. Define τ = {0,1,λ} where λ∈ IX such that λ(a)= 0.3,

λ(b) = 0.6, and define β ∈ IX such that β(a) = β(b) = 0.5. It is easy to check that β
is not a gfast-semiclosed set. However, β is gfst-closed since the only fuzzy open set

containing λ is 1 itself.

Example 2.5. LetX = {a,b}. Define τ = {0,1,β}where β∈ IX such that β(a)= 0.3,

β(b)= 0.5; λ∈ IX such that λ(a)= 0.2, λ(b)= 0.5.

It is easy to see that λ is gfast-closed but not gfast-semiclosed.

Example 2.6. Let µ and γ be two fuzzy subsets of I = [0,1] defined as follows: for

each x ∈ I

µ(x)=




1−2x, 0≤ x ≤ 1
2
,

0,
1
2
≤ x ≤ 1,

(2.3)

where γ(x) = 1−x. We consider the fuzzy topology τ = {0,1,γ}. It is clear that µ
is gfast-semiclosed since stsclµ = γ ≤ α whenever µ ≤ α and α ∈ FSTSO(X), where

FSTSO(X)= {α : γ ≤α≤ 1}. But µ is not fst-semiclosed.

Example 2.7. Let X = {a,b,c}. Define τ = {0,1,µ} where µ(a) = 0.3, µ(b) = 0.5,

µ(c) = 0.2, and λ(a) = 0.5, λ(b) = 0.3, λ(c)= 0.2. Then λ is a gfst-closed set but not

a fuzzy semiclosed set.

Theorem 2.8. The union of two gfst-semiclosed sets is a gfst-semiclosed set.

Proof. The proof is straightforward.

However, the intersection of two gfst-semiclosed sets is not a gfst-semiclosed set.

We can see this in the following example.

Example 2.9. Let X = {a,b}, and let λ,β1,β2 ∈ IX be defined as follows:

λ(a)= 0.5, λ(b) = 0;

β1(a)= 0.2, β1(b)= 1; (2.4)

β2(a)= 0.7, β2(b)= 0.

Consider the fuzzy topology τ = {0,1,λ}. It is clear that β1, β2 are gfst-semiclosed

sets but β1∧β2 is not.

Theorem 2.10. Let (X,τ) be an FTS and µ ∈ IX . If µ is gfst-semiclosed, and µ ≤ λ≤
clµ, then λ is gfst-semiclosed.

Proof. Let β∈ FSTSO(X) such that λ≤ β. We must show that clλ≤ β. Since µ ≤ λ,

µ ≤ β, and µ is a gfst-semiclosed set clµ ≤ β. But clλ ≤ clµ and λ ≤ clµ, clλ ≤ β,

therefore λ is gfst-semiclosed.

Remark 2.11. The complement of a gfst-semiclosed set (resp., gfast-semiclosed,

gfst-closed, and gfast-closed) is a gfst-semiopen one (resp., gfast-semiopen, gfst-open,

and gfast-open) set.
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Theorem 2.12. A fuzzy set µ ∈ IX is gfst-semiopen if and only if β≤ intµ whenever

β∈ FSTSC(X), and β≤ µ.

Proof. Let µ be gfst-semiopen and β fuzzy strongly semiclosed such that β ≤ µ
implies that 1−β≥ 1−µ, and 1−µ is a gfst-semiclosed set. Hence we have cl(1−µ)≤
1−β, 1−cl(1−µ)≥ 1−(1−β)= β. We know that 1−cl(1−µ)= intµ. Thus β≤ intµ.

Conversely, suppose that β ≤ intµ whenever β is a fuzzy strongly semiclosed set

and β≤ µ. We must show that 1−µ is a gfst-semiclosed set. Let 1−µ ≤α whenever α
is fuzzy strongly semiopen. Since 1−µ ≤ α implies that 1−α ≤ µ. By the hypothesis

we have 1−α ≤ µ or 1− intµ ≤ α. Hence 1− intµ = cl(1− µ), which implies that

cl(1−µ)≤α. Thus 1−µ is gfst-semiclosed.

Theorem 2.13. Let (X,τ) be a fuzzy topological space. A fuzzy set µ ∈ IX is a gfast-

semiopen (resp., gfst-open, gfast-open) set if and only if β≤ stsintµ (resp., β≤ stsintµ,

β≤ sintµ) whenever β∈ FSTSC(X) (resp., β∈ FC(X), β∈ FSTSC(X)) set and β≤ µ.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.12.

3. Generalized fuzzy strongly semicontinuous functions. In this section, four

new classes of functions are introduced. Their relationships with other fuzzy con-

tinuous functions are established.

Definition 3.1. Let (X,τ) and (Y ,φ) be two fuzzy topological spaces. A mapping

f : (X,τ)→ (Y ,φ) is called

(a) generalized fuzzy strongly semicontinuous (gfst-semicontinuous) if the inverse

image of every fuzzy closed set in Y is a gfst-semiclosed set in X;

(b) generalized fuzzy almost-strongly semicontinuous (gfast-semicontinuous) if

the inverse image of every fuzzy closed set in Y is a gfast-semiclosed set in

X;

(c) generalized fuzzy strongly-continuous (gfst-continuous) if the inverse image of

every fuzzy closed set in Y is a gfst-closed set in X;

(d) generalized fuzzy almost-strongly continuous (gfast-continuous) if the inverse

image of every fuzzy closed in Y is a gfast-closed set in X.

Thus we have the following diagram:

fuzzy continuous gfst-semicontinuous

fuzzy strongly semicontinuous gfast-semicontinuous gfast-continuous

fuzzy semicontinuous gfst-continuous

(3.1)

None of these implications are reversible, as the following counterexamples state.

Example 3.2. Let X = {a,b,c}, Y = {p,q}. Define τ = {0,1,λ}, andφ= {0,1,µ} are

FTS on X and Y , respectively, where λ ∈ IX is such that λ(a) = 0, λ(b) = λ(c) = 0.5,
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and µ ∈ IY is such that µ(p)= 0, µ(q)= 1. A mapping f :X → Y is defined as f(a)=
f(b)= p, f(c)= q.

It is clear that f is gfst-semicontinuous but not fuzzy continuous.

Example 3.3. Let X = {a,b}. Define τ = {0,1,β}, φ = {0,1,ν} where β,ν ∈ IX are

such that β(a) = 0.5, β(b) = 0.3; ν(a) = 0.7, ν(b) = 0.6. A mapping f : X → X is

defined as f(a)= b, f(b)= a. So f is gfst-continuous but not fuzzy semicontinuous.

Example 3.4. Let X = {a,b}, Y = {p,q}. Define τ = {0,1,µ},φ= {0,1,ν} such that

µ(a) = 0.3, µ(b) = 0.6; ν(p) = 0.4, ν(q) = 0.6. Also define f : X → Y as f(a) = p,

f(b) = q. Then f is gfast-semicontinuous. But it is not gfst-semicontinuous since

clf−1(ν′)�α whenever f−1(ν′)≤α, and α∈FSTSO(X) such that α(a)=0.6, α(b)=
0.4.

Example 3.5. Let X = {a,b}, Y = {x,y}. The fuzzy sets µ ∈ IX and γ ∈ IY are

defined as follows:

µ(a)= 0.3, µ(b)= 0.7;

γ(x)= 0.2, γ(y)= 0.5. (3.2)

Consider the fuzzy topologies τ = {0,1,µ} and φ = {0,1,γ}. The mapping f : X → Y
is defined as f(a) = x, f(b) = y . It is clear that f is gfst-continuous but not gfast-

semicontinuous since stsclf−1(γ′)= 1�α where f−1(γ′)≤α for α∈ FSTSO(X) such

that α(a)= 0.8, α(b)= 0.7.

Example 3.6. Let the sets X and Y be the same as in Example 3.2. The fuzzy sets

µ ∈ IX and β∈ IY are defined as follows:

µ(a)= 0.5, µ(b)= 0.4, µ(c)= 0;

β(p)= 0.7, β(q)= 0.9.
(3.3)

If we define f : X → Y satisfying f(a) = f(c) = p, f(b) = q, then f is fuzzy gfast-

semicontinuous but not fuzzy strongly semicontinuous since f−1(β′) 	∈ FSTSC(X).

Example 3.7. Consider the same sets of Example 3.4. Let τ = {0,1,µ},φ= {0,1,β}
where µ(a) = 0.6, µ(b) = 0.3; β(p) = 0.7, β(q) = 0. Consider the mapping f : X → Y
defined as f(a) = p, f(b) = q. It is clear that f is gfast-continuous but not gfast-

semicontinuous.

Theorem 3.8. Let f : X → Y and g : Y → Z be mappings, where X, Y , and Z
are FTS’s. If f is gfst-semicontinuous and g is fuzzy continuous then g ◦ f is gfst-

semicontinuous.

Proof. It is easy since we have,

(g◦f)−1(µ)= f−1(g−1(µ)
)

for each fuzzy closed set µ of Z. (3.4)

Theorem 3.8 is not valid if g is gfst-semicontinuous.
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Example 3.9. Let X = {a ·b · c}. Define τ1 = {0,1,λ} where λ ∈ IX is such that

λ(a) = λ(b) = 1, and λ(c) = 0. Let X = {a,b,c} and λ, µ, γ, and β be fuzzy sets

defined as follows: λ(a) = λ(b) = 1, λ(c) = 0; µ(a) = 0, µ(b) = µ(c) = 1; γ(a) = 1,

γ(b)= γ(c)= 0 and β(a)= β(b)= 1, β(c)= 0. Let τ1 = {0,1,λ}, τ2 = {0,1,µ,γ}, and

τ3 = {0,1,β}.
Also define f : (X,τ1)→ (X,τ2) as f(a) = f(c) = c, f(b) = b and let g : (X,τ2)→

(X,τ3) be the identity map. Then f and g are gfst-semicontinuous but g ◦f is not

gfst-semicontinuous since β′ is fuzzy closed in (X,τ3), (g◦f)−1(β′)= β′ is not gfst-

semiclosed in (X,τ1).
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